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ABSTRACT 

ID this report a detailed description of tbc newly frozen version of TIBSO code (1), (2] is given, with applica
tion directed to the accident analysis in a reactor containment system. 

Using a nodal treatment method the TIBSO code is able to follow the nuclear transition and the spatial 
migration of radioactive materials. The modelling of such processes is established in a very flexible way enabling 
the user to investigate a wide range of problems. 

The codes ORIGEN-2 [31, RELAP (4) an CONTAIN (5) have interface to TIBSO i.e. data from these codes 
can be overtaken. 

This report is a full description of the TIBSO code system taking into account the new developments since 
1983. The most of changes enlarge the capability of the code but some of them reduce k. Other changes are due 
to those taken place in the computing environment. The newly frozen version of TIBSO system is written in 
FORTRAN-77 and can be operated both under VAX VMS and PC DOS. 

In the Appendix examples of application arc presented and analyzed in details. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

В этом отчете описана новая версия программы TIBSO |1J, [2], применяемая к 
исследованию последствии аварии в контрейнменте АЭС. 

С помощью нодализации программа TIBSO может последовать активацию, распад 
и постранственное прохождение радиоактивного материала. Моделирование таких 
процессов происходит гибким образом, позволяющим исследовать проблемы в широком 
диапазоне. 

Программы ORIGEN-2 |3], RELAP |4] и CONTAIN [5| имеют связьи С TIBSO т.е. их 
данные могут быть исползоваьы в TIBSO. 

Настоящий отчет является исчерпающим описанием программы TIBSO, 
принимающим во внимание новые разработки сделанные с 1983 года. Изменения в 
большинстве увеличивают возможности программы но имеются и уменьшающие ее. 
Некоторые изменения возникли благодаря изменениям в вычислительной технике. Эта 
новая версия использует уже язык FORTRAN-77 и может быть исполэована в 
окружении VAX-VMS и PC-DOS. 

В приложении 1 представлены примеры для применения. 

KIVONAT 

Ebben a riportban a TIBSO kód [1), |2J legújabb verzióját adjuk, amelyet elsősorban a reaktor konlénmcnt 
rendszerek baleseti analízisére használunk. 

Egy nodális módszer alapján a TIBSO kód képes követni a radioaktív anyagok nukleáris átmeneteit és 
térbeli migrációját. Az ilyen folyamatok modellezése igen rugalmas módon történik, ami problémák széles 
körének vizsgálatát leszi lehetővé. 

A/ ORIGEN-213], RELAP |4] és CONTAIN [S] kódoknak a TIBSO kódhoz kapcsolatuk van, azaz adatok 
ezekből a kódokból közvetlenül átvihetők. 

Ez a riport a TIBSO kódnak egy teljes leírása, amely figyelembe veszi az 1983 óta végzett fejlesztéseket, A 
változtatások többsége növeli a kód kapacitását, de van olyan változtatás, amely csökkenti azt. Vannak változ
tatások, amelyek a számítástechnikai környezet változásai mialt történtek. Az új változat FORTRAN-77 nyelven 
íródott és VAX VMS valamint PC DOS alatt műkodlclhcló. 

Az 1. függelékben alkalmazási példákat mutálunk be. 
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1. Introduction 

The TIBSO code has been under development since 1976 [1], [2] and it is designed for 
the calculation of nuclear transmutation and migration of radioactive isotopes in any system 
occuring in nuclear technology. It has been applied to the calculation of core inventory, the 
deposition of activity in the primary coolant system (PCS) etc. 

The migration of radioactive isotopes in a nuclear power plant during an accidental 
situation is very important from the point of view of source term calculation. In the case of a 
LOCA, the migration rates are of the same order of magnitude as those of the nuclear transition. 
Therefore, the combined treatment of these two phenomena with the TIBSO code can be 
recommended. 

TIBSO is a nodal type code, that is, all processes are treated on the basis of a system of 
point kinetics equations. It is very flexible and is not bounded by any concrete technological 
system or set of isotopes. The information on radioactive nuclear data and system properties is 
concentrated to special libraries, compilation of which is supported by certain modules of the 
code. A graphical method facilitates the modelling of nuclear technological systems. 

The nuclear data used by TIBSO are mainly originated from the ORIGEN-2 code. 
Earlier, data from ENDF files could also be used, however this option is not updated yet. The 
composition vector calculated by ORIGEN-2 can be input as initial composition to TIBSO. 

In the case of LOCA modelled with TIBSO code require an input from the corresponding 
thermohydraulic codes RELAP and CONTAIN describing the LOCA and the compartment 
interflows, respectively. 

In the following sections the method of TIBSO modelling and the corresponding system 
of differential equations as well as the way of its solution are presented. 

After having discussed the general features of the TIBSO code and its data management 
system, a manual for the use of its modules is given. 

2. Nodal elements (technological units) for the system modelling 

Any nodal element has both graphical and numerical notations. The graphical notation 
is a pictogram from which complicated systems can be built up. The numerical notation is a 
three-digit integer first of which characterizes the type of element. 

A compartment or a surface where a homogeneous mixture of radioisotopes is assumed, 
is called a container. Each container has its own composition vector, Nftt), where the indices 
j and i are for the container and the isotope, respectively, t is the time of process. A container 
may have an outflow which is a rate, i.e. the amount of removed isotopes in unit time is 
ty(t)Nij(0- A container may have inflow, P/(t) which comes from the other parts of the system. 
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Table 1. Nodal elements (technological units) 

nodal element 

junction 

source 

scalar branching 

vector branching 

container in/out 

container in 

container out 

pictogram 

II 

n — . • 

1КГ n 

- < 

4 " > 

E> 

numerical 

from 1 to 99 

from 100 to 199 

from 200 to 299 

from 300 to 399 

from 400 to 499 

from 500 to 599 

from 600 to 699 

A nodal element from which there is an outflow of isotope with given intensity is called 
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source. 
There may be branchings in the streaming path of isotopes. If the branching rate is equal 

for each isotope then it is called scalar branching. If it depends on the isotope (generally because 
of physico-chemical reason) then we have a vector branching. 

Finally, the isotope stream may flow together forming a junction. 
In the Table 1 the pictograms and the three-digit notation of nodal elements are given. 

Connection between two nodal elements may be specified by a six-digit number as 

1000*n 1*n 2 

if isotopes are streaming from the node n, to the node n 2. 

(2 .1 ) 

3. The basic equations 

Production, decay and transfer of radionuclides in a system consisting of sources and 
containers connected with each other may be described by a system of first-order linear 
differential equations: 

^ = - 0 / ( t ) w / ( t ) * £ a w ^ ( t ) + T ^<t)£o?.i*í<t)*5>í^U)tf/(t) 

where 
N>,(t) - the amount of radioisotope i in the container j , 
QUO - disappearance probability isotope i from the container j , 

я 

a, - radioactive decay constant for isotope i: 

«,= 4-k 

a^ - partial decay constant of nuclide k, 
0"j(t) - leakage probability from container j for isotope i: 

fl]<t)»rö|'J(£) 

ц н - transfer probability from container 1 to container j for isotope i 
a* - group averaged absorption cross-section, 
4c'(t) - group-flux averaged over the volume of container j , 

(3 .1 ) 

( 3 . 2 ) 

( 3 . 3 ) 



о̂ ц* - group-averaged partial activation cross-section, 
RiH(t) - transfer rate of isotope i from a flux independent source 1 to container j , 
T^t) - transfer rate of isotope i from a flux dependent source 1 to container j , 
Aj.,1 - activation cross-section or yield*fission cross-section in source 1. 

The а», фу R, T are technological data in contrast to a and a which are nuclear ones. It 
is assumed that all technological data are step-wise functions of time and they should be 
specified for each nodal element. 

4. Method for solution of Eqs.p.l) 

The system of equations (3.1) is solved by the following way. As it is assumed that the 
coefficients Q and w are step-wise function of time, the total time interval can be divided into 
such sub-intervals in which all Q, w, R, ф and T are constant. Integrating (3.1) for such sub-
interval we get 

"l < « W ~NÍ < c/>> —в/ W?*g ak^ Nj!+£ U\'J NJ+7? (4.1) 

where 

7$= f Nij (t) dt 

From (4.1) we get 

N / ( g - ^ ( t h , ) + E « w ? + E « f J ? 
^ * Ш. Ш (4-2) 

oi 

Instead (3.1) we take the 

The solution of Eqs.(4.3) is 

»i < tM) -»! (th ) Ф+1<*~-» 4v « „ -щ.т, *p ^^/) 1 7 / "° / < c " I "T 
Щ Щ I Ql(thtl-th) 

(4 .4 ) 
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The physical meaning of the approximation included into the equations (4.2)-(4.4) is 
straightforward. In the interval 0^+,) an average value of sources (radioactivity and inflow) 
is taken. It is assumed that the system of equations is solved down to the decay chain and flow. 
If there is no backstreaming i.e. the matrix of the system is triangular then all items in the right 
hand side are known. In this case the method works very well even for large time steps. If the 
backstreaming is relatively small this method may give also good results. In this case the 
amounts of isotopes at the beginning of time interval are taken instead of their average. 

5. General features of the TIBSO program system 

Any nuclear system calculation req üres a large number of nuclear and technological data. 
These data are compiled in unformatted library files with special structure. The results of 
calculation: (composition vector N/(t)) are also compiled in files of similar type. The 
management of the library files is an inseparable part of the TIBSO system. 

TIBSO is a modular system. Each module has own control input which begins with a 
NAMELIST input card. The name on this card invokes the corresponding module. 

TIBSO has interface with the following code systems. 

ORIGEN-2: nuclear data libraries, composition vectors can be transformed into a form to be 
used to TIBSO calculation, 

RELAP: the break flow file for a LOCA can be used for calculation of isotope transfer, 
CONTAIN: intercompartment flows can be used for calculation of isotope transfer, 
CRAC2: isotope composition calculated by TIBSO can be used for calculation of isotope fall-out, 

dose charge on the environment. 

6. The TIBSO library files (TLF) 

All data used in a TIBSO calculation are to be placed in a Tibso Library File. A TLF 
is regarded as a large contiguous data field broken into equal records. To each TLF a 
FORTRAN field is assigned, as buffer. The buffer, which length is equal to that of a record, 
will contain a record fixing its place on the file by a pointer. A data pointer specifies the place 
of the data item on the file to be input/output. A real I/O operation occurs only if the data 
pointer points outside the record in the buffer. In this case the content of the buffer is changed 
to that which is actually needed. 

TIBSO can handle 5 TLF at one time. The buffer length of them may be different. A 
TLF may be temporary that is compiled and used in the same calculation. Due to the buffering 
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if the temporary TLF is not large, that is it may be placed within one buffer length then no 
backing storage required for it. 

In most of cases the data on TLF are stored in series of labelled sets and always finished 
with a Hollerith type label END . A labelled set begins with a four-byte Hollerith type label 
which specifies the sort of data those follow. The first some items are integers serving for 
identification and further they are referred as identifying numbers. In the Table 2 the applied 
TLF sets are presented. 

There are 8 types of TLF set. The first three contain nuclear data. DEFI and SOF1 are 
used for activation-decay chain calculation. By means of EVAF radiation sources, doses, heat 
production etc. are calculated. The TEFI set of first type (second identifying integer is 1) 
describes containers or branchings. The other TEFI sets specifies the amount of outgoing 
material in a source. Flux or power in a nodal elements of a system may be specified by FLUX 
set. System connection are specified by SYST. Composition vectors, either results or outgoing 
distribution, are to be stored in ISDI sets. The GENE sets may specify either the time 
dependence of technological parameters or the time-point for which composition vectors are to 
be calculated. 

Table 2 TIBSO library file sets 

label identifying integers data items 
DEFI NEVI а, <о^-1,Нб),Ц„ (№»(<>/» j - b № ) , 

^1,М,),М<, (NKifOwi-lfM,) 
EVAF NEVI M,, (a^K^Mi, (Ей,1„ j-l,M,),i-l,lL.) , 

E#»ET,Ea 

SOFI NEVI,NEVE,KS a.,(a/fj-lfHG),(Yj»J-l#H6) 
TEFI NEVT,1 M,,(№VI»<4ri-l»*) 
TEFI NEVT,2,NEVE,KS P 
SYST KDAT Nk,<Li,i=l,Nb) 
FLUX KDAT,NTASK,KTP H,(MBVT,,(^fj-l.He)fi-i,IL,) 
ISDI KDAT,NTASK,KTP,NT N„NS, (NEVT,, j«l,Nf) , (NEVI,, j-l,*,) , 

((0ц,к-1,11,М-1,11г) 
GENE KDAT,NTASK,KTP NTAU, (Tj,i»l,NTAU) 

The notations and the conventions are: 
a - total decay constant, 
a, - production intensity for the nucleus NEVE, 
<*( - partial decay constant, 
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D4 - amount of i-th isotope in the j-th container, 
Ец,1ц - energy and intensity (in %) of a spectrum line, 
E3,E,,E„ • average decay energy for ß, 7 and a radiation respectively, 
Ф- - if ^ 0 then group averaged flux, if < 0 then fission power, 
KD AT - an integer for system identification, 
K, - decay mode: 1 - 7 decay, ±2 - /8* decay, 3 - a decay, 4 - internal conversion, 0 - dose 

factor 
KS - flag for source: 1 - flux dependent source, 

2 - flux independent source, 
KTP - flag referring the initial condition of calculation (see module SYSEQ) 
Li - the name of connection as defined by (2.1) i.e. L,= 1000*NTA+NTB, 

where the streaming is from node NTA to node NTB. If NTA is a branching to NTB and 
NTC and L i + , = 1000*NTA+NTC then the branching rate is defined as 

flow 1 ate fzom NTA to NTB 
total outflow from NTA 

M e - number of decay modes, 
Mj - number of lines in the decay spectrum, 
M,,,Md -number of partial neutron reactions and decay modes, respectively, 
M f - number of isotopes for which leakage rate or branching ratio is given; if M,=0 then the 

branching is scalar and NEVl is omitted. 
M„ - number of containers for which non-zero flux is specified, 
N b - number of connections in the system, 
NEVE - name of "fissionable" i.e. the source material, 
NEVI - the numerical name of isotope defined as 10POO*1Z+ 10*IA+IS where 

IS - atomic number, 
IA - atomic mass, 
IS - 0,1,2,... corresponding to the ground state, first second etc. excited states, 

This convention is the same as that for the ORIGEN [3] code. If ( K N E V K 2 0 0 then 
the corresponding datum concerns all isotopes of the chemical element with this atomic 
number. If NEVI =0 tnen the datum concerns all isotopes not given explicitly in theTLF 
set. 

NEVT - name of technological unit (container, branching or source) 
N f - number of containers, 
NG - number of neutron groups, 
Nj - number of isotopes, 
NK - name of daughter isotope, 
NT - the serial number of time point, 
NTASK - an integer for task identification, 
NTAU - number of time intervals or time point, 
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ц - leakage rate or branching ratio, 
p - amount of isotope NEVE (in unit 10м atom), 
oj - total group averaged non-elastic cross-section, 
o/ - group averaged fission or activation cross-section, 
T| - time interval or time point, 
Yj - fission yield in fraction, 

Notes: 
1/ Units for physical quantities used overall in the code are 

decay constants or rates l/sec 
у intensities in per cent 
yield fraction 
cross-sections barn 
flux neutron/barn/sec 
amount of nuclides 10 м nuclides 
time sec 
decay energy eV 
power MWatt 
It is possible to input quantities in other units, too. In this case conversion to the standard 

ones will be performed. 

2/ Whether T( is a time interval or a time point depends on the application. In the first case the 
time elapsed from the beginning of a process is 

«r 

3/ Some TLF sets (e.g. TEFI, SYST) may serve also for input data other than specified above 
Details about such application will be given in the description of module where this is actual. 

The time dependent technological data (leakage, flux, branching and source) are specified 
by combination of GENE and FLUX as well as TEFI. As it has been told this time dependence 
is a step-wise function. First the i-th time interval specified as 

'GENE' KDAT NTASK KTP 2 Tlj T2, 
where Tl,, and T2, are the begin and end of the i-th time interval respectively. After this set the 
sets of those technological data follow which are to gain new values in this interval. It is evident 
that for i=1 all technological data sets required by the given system must be specified. It is also 
clear that Т2И=Т1 ( . The groups of time dependent technological data are placed in TLF in 
ascending order of time. 

Compilation of TLFs and library management will be described in the next paragraphs. 
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7. Initialization and closing of TLFs - modules BUFLIB and B U F C L O 

The TLFs connected to TIBSO during a run are numbered from 1 to 5. This number is 
called file number. The place of connection in the code is also numbered from 1 to 5. This is 
the place number. For the sake of simplicity, the TLF connected to the n-th place is called n-th 
TLF. To each file a FORTRAN logical number, a record pointer and a buffer length are 
assigned. The extension of the file name of a TLF is TSI. The relation between the file and 
place number, the FORTRAN logical numbers, file names and the initial values of record 
pointers are to be specified by the NAMELIST input of the module BUFLIB as described in the 
Table 3. 

Table 3 BUFLIB input. NAMELIST name BUFU 

variable default values meaning 
IPER(5) 1,2,3,4,5 file numbers for place 1 

to 5 
NPER(5) 101,101,101,101,101 FORTRAN logical numbers 

for files 1 to 5' 
NBL(5) 0,0,0,0,0 record pointer for files 

1 to 5 
LCE(5) 1000,1000,1000,1000,1000 buffer lengths for files 

1 to 5 
FNEV(5) BUFFER1,BUFFER2,BUFFER3, 

BUFFER4,BUFFERS 
names (without extension) 
for files 1 to 5 

'If NPER(i)£ 100 then then the whole TLF is placed in buffer and no mass storage is used 

By means of BUFLIB one ASCII file either for input or output can also be opened if one 
of the buffer length, LCE(i), is given with minus sign. In this case the ASCII file will be named 
FNEV(i).DAT 

The TLFs can be clr у invoking the modul BUFCLO. NAMELIST name is 
BUFCL. One input may be specified: NPER(5). If a file with FORTRAN logical number N is 
to be deleted after closing the NPER(i)»-N shoi Id be given. ( i is any number between 1 and 
5). 
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S. Compilation of TLFs from free-format ASCII input - module C R D I J B 

A free-format ASCII input for TLF library should be assembled according to the 
following rules: 

- in die first row always the number of neutron groups is given, 
- from the second row the items of TLFs are listed as they will be on the compiled file; 

labels are in separate row; each TLF set closed by a slash (/), 
- the labels are in character format i.e. enclosed in quotation mark, 
- after the last set the label 'END ' placed, 
- in the last row a slash must be given. 
An exception is the case when a RECOTI input is used (see 11.). Then a set with label 

'TIME' (which will not appearing in the TLF) controls this input. 

Table 4. CRDLIB input. NAMELIST name CRDLI 

variable default meaning 
N place number of TLF to be compiled 

NICN 5 FORTRAN log. number for free-format input: 
5 - data are in the input stream, 
40 - data are in a file with DAT extension 
opened by the previous BUFLIB step. 

NCOUT 0 printing control number: 
=2 compiled sets printed, 
=1 short message on compiled sets printed, 
«=1 compiled sets not printed 

IUNIT 0 sum of units assigments (see Table 5.) 
GRAM 1. weight of material in the container 

specified by ISDI set 
LDATA 1000 estimated length of input (in items) 

9. The Use of ORIGEN-2 data in TKBSO code 

9.1 Module ORLTO 
Input data sets and composition output vector are described in ref. [3]. Data in their 

decay, cross-section and photon libraries can be transformed to TLF sets of DEFI, SOFI and 
EVAF type and in this way they can be used in TIBSO calculations. In most of our calculation 
we have used such a nuclear data libraries. 
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Table 5. Unit assignment 

1 ш 
physical quantity unit 

1 half-life (in place of decay constant) second 

I 2 half-life (in place of decay constant) minute 

I 4 

I 8 
half-life (in place of decay constant) 

half-life (in place of decay constant) 

half-life (in place of decay constant) 

hour 

day | 

16 

half-life (in place of decay constant) 

half-life (in place of decay constant) 

half-life (in place of decay constant) year | 

32 7 intensity fraction I 

64 yield 

amount of isotope 

flux 

~:r*. 
128 

yield 

amount of isotope 

flux 

gramm | 

256 

512 

1024 

yield 

amount of isotope 

flux neutron/cmVsec 1 256 

512 

1024 

time point or interval 

time point or interval 

hour 

day 

2048 amount of isotopes given in weight fraction 

hour 

day 

IUNIT=£ IU 

The compiled TLF sets will be on the 1st TLF. The 2nd TLF used for auxiliary input 
data and should be compiled (mainly with CRDLIB) before invoking ORLIB. 

a/ Compilation of SOFI sets with fission yields. In ORIGEN libraries fission yields are 
given together with cross-sections of fission products. The fission cross-section should be 
specified as auxiliary input data in form of DEFI set. 

Control keyword: 'YELD'. 
b/ Compilation of DEFI sets. As decay and cross-section data are in different ORIGEN 

libraries in ORIGEN system this requires three steps: 
1 - Compilation of DEFI sets with decay constants from ORIGEN decay file. In the 

place of group constants the amount of the produced decay heat is written. 
Control keyword: 'DECY' 
2 - Compilation of DEFI sets with one-group cross-section. The ORIGEN-2 system )ш 

different libraries with effective one-group cross-section calculated for different types of 
reactors. These data are processed to DEFI sets with zero decay data. 

Control keyword: 'XSEC' 
3 - Combination of the above DEFI sets. This is accomplished by the module CMLOTM 
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discussed later. 
с/ Compilation of EVAF sets. The photon files of the ORIGEN system do not contain, 

however, heat production data. This should bs obtained from DEFI sets compiled from decay 
file. Therefore EVAF sets are produced in two steps. 

1 - EVAF sets from photon files, without heat production 
Control keyword: 'FOTN* 
2 - Combining the DEFI sets gained from decay file with EVAF sets. DEFI sets are on 

the 1st TLF, EVAF on 2nd TLF and the resulted EVAF sets together with DEFI sets are written 
onto the 3rd TLF. 

Control kepivrd:yUDT * 

The NAMELIST control input is in Table 6. 

Table 6. Namelist name ORLI 

variable 
XMOD 
INLB 

MATD 

MATX 

FNEV 
DLMIN 

NCOUT 

default 

999999 

l.E-3 

meaning 
control keyword 

segment number in ORIGEN-2 library; 
if 0 then the first segment is taken 

the lowest name* of material to be 
processed 
the highest name* of material to be 
processed 

ORIGEN-2 file name (character ty|,9) 
yield data: minimum yield in % 

decay data: minimum branching ratio 
printing control number: 

=0 not to print the compiled set, 
=1 message on the compilation is given, 
=2 the compiled data set is printed 

*We remember that the ORIGEN isotope name convention is the same as that of the TIBSO. 

9.2 Module ORTIB 
In some cases the combination of ORIGEN calculation with TIBSO calculation is very 

expedient. The punched output vector obtained from an ORIGEN run can be transformed to an 
ISDI set and in this form it can be used as outgoing distribution for further calculation. 
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The ORIGEN-2 code has an output option for composition vector which produces an 
easily readable ASCII file. The composition should be given in gramm-atom unit. This will be 
transformed into unit 10 м atom. The input file should have extension DAT and to be opened by 
the BUFLIB module (see above). The compiled ISDI set is written on the 1st TLF. 

Table T. NAMELIST name ORTTB 

variable default meaning 

KDAT 15 number for system identification 

NTASK 2000 number for task identification 

KTP 1 solution type 

NEVT 501 name of a container 

In the TLF there will be as many ISDI sets as composition vectors in the ORIGEN-2 
output are. Their first three identification numbers: KDAT, NTASK, KTP are defined by 
namelist input while the time-point number, NT increases from 1 to the number of sets. In the 
ISDI sets there is one container and there are all isotopes from those founded in ORIGEN output 
vector. 

10. Modules for TLF management 

The TLF are not only a simply storage of data, they have controlling effect on TTBSO 
calculation. Therefore, the TLFs must be matched to the task to be performed. A package of 
modules manipulating on the TLF and its sets has been developed. By means of these modules 
the TLFs can be copied, printed, combined and their sets can be modified. 

10.1 Module CMLOTM 
Manipulations are performed with TLF sets residing on the JIN-th and JMAN-th 

TLF. The sets resulted from manipulation are written to JOUT-th TLF. Controlled by two 
character type keywords, DIN and DOVT, respectively. 

1 printing tables of decay constants, activation cross-sections, yields, radiation data etc. 
found in DEFI, SOFI and EVAF sets. 

DIN='DEFI\ 'SOFT or 'EVAF', DOUT='TABL' 

2 copy of DEFI, SOFI and EVAF sets; they can be selected by means of the integer part. 
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D I N = ' D E F I \ 'SOFT or ' E V A F \ D O U T = , C O P Y ' 

2 combining two DEFI sets for the same isotope. For the new DEFI set the decay data are 
taken from that residing on the JMAN-th TLF, the cross-section are taken from that 
residing on the JIN-th TLF. 

DIN^'DEFT, D O U T = ' D E F r 

1 SOFI sets for the mixture of fissionable nuclei from the SOFI sets of components. 
The cross-section and fission yield of the mixture are 

where 
Pi - the abundance of i-th fissionable isotope, 
at' - fission cross-section of the i-th fissionable isotope, 
Y (

! - yield of a fission product. 
The SOFI sets are placed on the JIN-th TLF. The name of the fissionable nuclei and the 
abundances are specified in a TEFI set of first type, where NEVE=name of the mixture, 
Mf=number of components, NEVI^name of the component i, «^abundance. This 
TEFI set is to placed in the JMAN-th TLF. 

DIN='SOFT, D 0 U T = ' S O F I ' 

2 Transforming SOFI sets of one "fissionable nucleus" into its DEFI sets where the fission 
is treated formally as activation, i.e. the partial activation cross-sections will be 

The SOFI sets are in the JIN-th TLF and the absorption cross-section should be defined 
in a DEFI set for the fissionable isotope. This DEFI set should be placed in the JMAN-th 
TLF. 

DIN » 'SOFT, D O U T = ' D E F r 

6 The reverse manipulation of %: transformation of a DEFI set into SOFI sets. The name 
of the DEFI set will be the name of "fissionable isotope", NEVE, and the name of 
activation products will be the fission product name in the SOFI set. DEFI set is to be 
given in the JIN-th TLF. 

D I N = ' D E F I \ D O U T = ' S O F r 

2 Comparison of DEFI sets. DEFI sets in the JIN-th TLF and the JMAN-th TLF with the 
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same name but of different origin can be compared and the difference in decay constants, 
activation cross-section are demonstrated. 

DIN='DEFI\ DOUT='COMP' 

Tabic 8. NAMELIST name: COTM 

1 variable default meaning f 

I JIti 1 1st input TLF | 

J JMAN 3 2nd input TLF J 

I JOUT 2 output TLF J 

| DIN 1st control keyword (character type) 

DOUT 2nd control keyword (character type) 

ID(3) 0,0,0 indentifying integers for sets to be manipulated 

NG 0 number of neutron groups 

IDMAN 0 in case 4: name of TEFI set, 
in case 5: narre of DEFI set 

NCOUT 0 printing control number 
= 0 manipulated data sets are not printed 
- 1 manipulated data sets are printed 

MATN 0 if > 0 then only those SOFI sets are retrieved for 
which NEVE=MATN, if = 0 then all SOFI sets 
will be retrieved (case I , 2); 
name of the SYST set (case $); 
NEVE in the SOFI sets (case 2). 

£ The isotope names in an ISDI set are used for creation of a SYST set where in the place 
of system connections, Ъ„ these names are given. ISDI set should be given in the JIN-th 
TLF. 

DIN='ISDI', DOUT='SYST' 

2 The isotope names and abundances in an ISDI set can be used for the creation of SOFI 
sets where the name of a SOFI set is an isotope name and a, is the corresponding element 
of composition vector in the 1st container. ISDI set is in the JIN-th TLF, the SOFI sets 
will beformed in the JOUT-th TLF. 

DIN='ISDI', DOUT='SOFI' 

r 
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10.2 Module MNPLIB 
Print, copy and modify TLF sets of any type. It uses one input and one output files and 

one control keyword with four characters, XMOD. Two NAMELIST input cards are applied the 
second of which is read in cycle. (See Tables 9 and 10). Module gives information on the place 
of a set in the TLF. It is possible to begin the search after a given place. If there are more than 
one sets with the same identification numbers, this enables us to make a choice. (Always the first 
occured set is retrieved). 

i print the TLF set, XMOD='PRNT' 
2 copy the TLF set without changing, XMOD='COPY' 
1 modify a TLF set by a user-specified routine, X M O D = ' M D F Y ' 
4 reducing a TLF set by neglecting data less than a given limit, XMOD = 'CMPR' 

This works for DEFI sets where decay probabilities/cross-sections can be neglected, and 
for ISDI where isotopes with zero abundance are omitted. (ISDI sets only with one 

container can only be treated.) 
5 transform TLF set to ASCII form readable by module CRDLIB, XMOD='ASCI' . 

This may be required when a transfer of a TLF to other operation system is required. 

Table 9. 1st NAMEL1ST in [Hit: MNPLI 

1 variable default meaning 1 

XMOD control keyword [ 

Ml 1 input TLF [ 

M2 2 output TLF 

NG 1 number of groups 

NCOUT 0 printing control number (case 1,4) 
0 no data sets will be printed | 
1 only a short message is printed 1 
2 whole data set will be printed | 

10.3 Module MANDIS 
By this module the composition vectors of compound system(s), specified by means of 

ISDI set(s) may be combined and written into a new ISDI set. Composition vectors of ISDI sets 
may be compared and the graphical demonstration of differences is facilitated. 

Th.ee input - INPD, INPS and INPT - and one output TLF - IOUP • are used. 
Optionally INPS and INPT may be identical. Control information and data for the manipulation 
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Table 10. 2nd NAMELIST input of module MNPLIB: MALI 

variable default meaning 

SETID label of the data set or 'ANY '* 

IDE(4) 0,0,0,0 integers for data set identification 

LHO 0 lower adress for data retrieval 

F l.E-10 flux upper limit (case 4) 

EPS l.E-13 limit (case 4) 
'In the case oi ' 'ANY ' any labelled set found in the TLF is retrieved. 

are specified in the form of SYST and TEFI sets placed on the INPS and INPT TLFs, 
respectively. Manipulations are controlled by the keyword XMAN. 

Table 11. NAMELIST name MANDI 

1 variable default meaning 

[ INPD 1 TLF containing the ISDI set S, 

1 INPS 2 TLF containing the ISDI set S 2 (cases 1 
and 3.) or SYST set for linear combination 
(case 2) 

INPT 2 TLF containing TEFI sets fc; linear 
combination (case 2) 

TLF containing DEFI sets (case 3J 

IOUP 3 output TLF 

XMAN control keyword 

IDE1(4) identifiers for S, 

IDE2(4) identifiers for S 2 

IDE3(4) identifiers for the new ISDI set 

NYOU 0 printing control number 
0 the new ISDI set is not printed 

1 the new ISDI set is printed 

1 Merging two ISDI sets S, and Sj. In the merged set all containers and isotopes occuring 
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at least in one of S, and Sj will be included. If an isotope in both sets in the same 
container occurs then its abundance in the merged set will be the one that was in S,. 

XMAN='MRGE* 

2 A new set of composition vectors is formed from those of the old set by means of linear 
combination. 
A linear combination of composition vectors which is to become composition vector of 
container NEVT, in the new system is described by a SYST set where KDAT=NEVTr 

The connections specified by this SYST are 
L-1000'Ai+Q 

where A, the name of the container in the old system, C{ is the name of TEFI sets 
specifying either a scalar or a vector branching. The branching values will be the 
coefficients to be applied to the composition vector of Aj in the linear combination 
obtained by summing up over i. For each SYST set in the INPS a container composition 
is obtained. This means that no SYST set other than necessary may be on INPS. 
Control keyword: 

XMAN='CNST 

2 Comparison of two ISDI sets. Only the 1st container in each set is considered. (By means 
of transformation with the module MANDIS any container can be on the first place in an 
ISDI set). Differences are printed and written onto an ASCII file in records of three items: 

decay constant, D '̂/D ,̂ name of the isotope. 
Control keyword: 

XMAN='COMP' 

10.4 Module CHAING 
The nuclear libraries DEFI, EVAF, SOFI, may contain isotopes which are irrelevant 

from point of view of problem to be solved because of their short life-time, low activation cross-
section and so on. As the complexity of calculation depends on the number of isotopes to be 
treated it is expedient to omit the unnecessary isotopes. This should be done in a way not 
violating the conservation of cumulative yields and the total radiation effect. That is, if a short 
lived isotope is omitted then its yield should be added to the daughter's >ield. If a daughter 
nucleus is omitted because of their low decay constant and activation cross-section then its 
radiation energy is to be added to that of its mother. 

The CHAING module processes the SOFI, DEFI and EVAF sets of a large library to 
those of a reduced one. This job is accomplished in two stages. In the first stage the decay-
activation chains are generated. 

Initialization of a chain accomplished by means of SOFI set of the initiating isotope. For 
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fission products the SOFI sets are obtained when yield data are compiled for TIBSO processing. 
For other isotopes (e.g. for isotopes underlying activation) SOFI sets may be be gained from the 
DEFI set of those isotopes by means of the transformation 5_ of module COTM. Direct 
compilation of such SOFI set is also possible. 

Activation chain is gained if non-zero neutron flux, фг is specified. The activation 

constant is J3 °дФ 9 . If this is greater than a given limit YMIN, then the activition is taken 
9 

into account and the chain is continued in activation direction. The specification of flux is 
occured by giving a FLUX set with one container of arbitrary name. This FLUX set is to be 
compiled before invoking CHAING. 

Decay chain is generated from those isotopes, the X decay constant of which 
DLM1N<X<DLMAX. All chain connections probability of which less DLMIN are neglected. 

By applying user specified criteria (YMIN, ф, DLMAX, DLMIN) nuclei to be omitted 
from chains are found and are written on to a TLF together with the information about the 
portion of yield or energy to be added to those of the retained isotopes. If there are more 
daughters (mothers) belonging to one mother (daughter) then this portion is equal to that of the 
transfer probabilities. 

By the end of the first stage a series tables with all chain information (connections, 
retained and omitted isotopes) is generated and recorded in a TLF. These tables are unlabelled 
but no other data must be on this TLF. It is possible to retain only those chains which include 
one ore nore user specified isotope(s). In the case of this option the set of required isotopes are 
to be specified in a SYST set compiled before invoking CHAING. 

At the beginning of 2nd stage the series of above tables are merged into one table in 
which all retained isotopes is occuring only once. By means of this table from the original SOFI, 
DEFI and EVAF sets a reduced library, containing only those for the retained isotopes is 
constructed. The effect of omitted isotopes on the yields and decay energy/dose production is 
taken into account in the new SOFI and EVAF sets. 

The two stages may be run separately. In this case the omission tables will be on 
permanent TLF. 

The TLFs are placed in the following way: 
Input: 
SOFI sets - 1st TLF, DEFI sets - 2nd TLF, EVAF sets - 3rd TLF (optional), 
SYST sets - 4th TLF (optional), FL UX sets - 4th TLF. 

Output: 
Tables of omitted and retained isotopes 4th TLF 
SOFI, DEFI, EVAF sets for reduced library 5th TLF. 
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TbJe 12. NAMELIST name CHAIN 

variable default meaning 

IFLU 1 the first identifyer of the FLUX set 

DLMAX 1.Б-2 maximum decay constant accounted 

YMIN l.E-14 minimum decay or activation probability accounted 

DLMIN 0.01*DLMAX minimum transition probability by activation 

MATD 
MATX 

0 
2000000 

MATD <; name of the isotope initiating a chain sS MATX 

XMOD t » keyword for processing option: 
'OMTB' only the 1st stage is performed 
'NWFS' only the 2nd stage is performed 
'ELEM' chains selected for isotopes specified by a 
SYST set 
' ' both stage are run for all SOFI sets 

OUTF keyword concerning the output data set: 
'ALL ' reduced SOFI, DEFI, EVAF sets 
'SODE' only reduced SOFI and DEFI sets 
'SOFI* only SOFI sets 
'DEFT only DEFI sets | 

NIMX 200 maximum number of isotopes or transmissions in a chain 

KDAT identifyer of the SYST set 

MATN 0 parameter NEVE in the SOFI sets initiating the chain 

NCOUT 0 printing control number: 
0 - no print, 1 - chains and the new sets, 2 - omission 
tables 

11. Interface between RELAP/CONTAIN and TIBSO codes 

The RELAP [4] and CONTAIN [5] codes calculate the mass flows between nodes of 
reactor system to be analysed by TIBSO. The isotope transfer probability is proportional to the 
mass flow rate which is a function of time and given in tabelled form in an appropriate output 
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file of these codes. From these output files an independent interface program, RECOTI, 
prepares an ASCII file, the RECOJI Inteface File (RIF) which will be an input file to 
TIBSO. 

The structure of RIF 
In the first line of the file an integer, NCOL is given. In the next lines the first item is 

a time value which is the end point of time interval. The next NCOL items - separated by at 
least one space - are mass, flow rates, or any other physical quantity averaged over this time 
interval. There are as many lines as time interval. 

Task performed by the RECOTI program 
RECOTI program reads the break flow output file of RELAP and the PVEC.SPV file 

of the CONTAIN code. The physical quantities are averaged over the time intervals specified 
by the control input. From the various combination of the above quantities the required flow 
rates can be obtained. 

The RELAP output gives simply the outflow intensity from the PCS. The CONTAIN 
output is more complicated. Here the data sets have label up to eight character which can be 
used to the retrieval of the required quantities. 

RECOTI performs the retrieval, averaging and combination for each time-interval and 
results are written to the RECOTI file described above. 

Control input for RECOTI program 
name of the control input file is RECOT.INP. It is a free-format ASCII file, items are 

in the 1st line: 
NLAB - number of labelled sets to be processed from CONTAIN.OUT 
NCOL - number of columns in RECOTI file 
NFACT -number of factors used for the combination of data 

in the next NLAB lines: 
LAB(l4-NLAB) - each line a CONTAIN output data label 

,n the next NCOL lines the descriptions of combination required for each item of a RECOTi 
record are given: 
II - number of column in RECOTI record 
1С - number of items in the description 

and repeating IC/3 times: 
ILAB • depending on IMUV: time average taken from the quantity C(ILAB) belonging to 

LAB0LAB) (C(0) is the RELAP outflow rate), or: RCOL(ILAB) (RCOL(0)=1.) 
IMUV - flag for operation (see below) 
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IFAL - depending on IMUV, it is either a time averaged quantity belonging to LAB(IFAL) or 
the factor FACT(IFAL) is used (tncse factors are read together with the time interval 
specificatior.) 

NTIME - number of time intervals 

for each time interval: 
T - end point of time interval 
FACTO 4-NFACT) - factors 

Table 13. Operations 

IMUV 

1 

operation 

RCOL(IC)=RCOL(lC)+FACT(IFAL)*C(ILAB) 

RCOL(IC)=RCOL(IC)+C(ILAB)*C(IFAL) 

RCOL(IC) =RCOL(IC)+C(ILAB)/C(IFAL) 

RCOL(IC)=FACT(IFAL)*RCOL(IC)/C(ILAB) 

RCOL(IC)=FACT(IFAL)*C(ILAB)/RCOL(IC) 

RCOL(IC)=RCOL(IF AL)/RCOL(ILAB) 

RCOL(IC)=RC0L(ILAB)+RCOL(IFAL) 

RCOL(IC)=RCOLflL AB)*FACT(IFAL) 

RCOL(IC)=FCOL(RC0L(IC))*FACT(IFAL)* 

*FCOL is a user-defined function 

Use of the RECOTI file in TIBSO input 

The TIBSO modul CRDLIB has been modified in order to accept RECOTI file and to 
construct leakage and branching library. A new input set is introduced with the following 
structure: 

'TIME' ,KDAT,NTASK,KTP,NTC,((NEVTi,NISi,(NEVIj,nji,j=1 .NlS^i« 1 ,NTC), 

where KDAT, NTASK and KTP are the identifying numbers, 
NTC -number of technological units, 
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NEVT - name of container, 
NIS - number of isotopes, 
NEVI - name of isotope, if - 0 then all not explicitly listed isotopes are concerned, 
Яд - number of column in the RECOTI file where the related data are given. 

When this set appears in CRDLIB input, time dependent TEFI set« will be written on to 
corresponding TLF. 

12. Calculation of the composition vector as function of time - module SYSEV 

The coefficients in Eqs.(3.1) are calculated and the system equations is solved by the 
method described in 4. The chains of isotopes may be generated by two different way. First, by 
means of a series of SOFI sets having a common NEVE parameter. This is specified through 
source nodal element. The second: by specifying isotopes in the form of a SYST set (in the place 
of connections there are isotope names). Such SYST set can be obtained from ISDI set by means 
of the module COTM. 

The following input required: 

1st TLF: DEFI (if required SOFI) sets. 

2nd TLF: system connections (SYST sets), time dependent TEFI and FLUX sets 
Note: 
If power production need be specified rather than flux, then DEFI sets for fissionable 

nuclei with fission cross-section * energy release per fission (in MeV) in the place of cross-
section should be given here. The group averaged flux from group averaged power generation 
is calculated by 

where 
с - energy release per fission 
W* - power production in container j by neutrons in group g 
ar* - fission cross-section of isotope i.; 
The flux defined for the 1st container is used to monitoring the activation process. This 

should be always a flux and not power given with negative sign but the container may be fictive 
(it need not be actually connected to the system). 

3rd TLF: ISDI set of initial composition - if non-zero initial composition is required. 
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4th TLF: SYST set with isotope names if chains initiated for given isotopes, (the name of this 
SYST set is MATN) 

5th TLF: GENE set, specifying the time intervals for calculation. 

Output: ISDI sets with composition vectors are written to 3rd TLF, one for each time 
point. A GENE set with time points is also written to this TLF. 

Table 14. NAMELIST name SYSE 

variable default meaning 

KDAT system identifyer 

NTASK task identifyer 

KTP 1 or 3 chains are initiated by SOFI sets, 
2 or 4 chains are initiated by specified isotopes, 
£ 2 initial composition is ze.o in all container, 
>2 there are non-zero initial compositions 

NTASKE task identifyer for initial composition 

KTPE flag for the mode of solution of initial composition 

NTE time point of initial composition 

MATN 0 if KTP=1 or 3 then =NEVE of SOFI sets, if KTP=2 or 4 
then name of SYST set given in 4th TLF 

NG number of neutron groups j 

DHAT l.E-12 (DHATj is the minimum decay or activation probability 1 
below which an isotope is regarded stable; if DHAT<0 then 1 
the stable isotopes will be omitted from inventory 1 

PHAT l.E-12 minimum transition probablities to be taken into account 

NIMX 500 maximum number of isotopes in inventory* 

LIMX 300 maximum number of transition due to decay; for activition 
transition this is NIMX-LIMX* 

NWOU 0 printing control number: 
0 no print, 
1 activation-decay chains are printed, 
2 transfers between the nodal elements are also printed. 
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TCHAR l.E-3 time step for numerical integration 

TINIT 0 starting time 

NZOU 0 printing control number 
0 only the total activity per container 
1 composition and activity vectors 

°By overstepping these values an error message is generated and the run is terminated. Enlarge 
these values or increase DHAT and PHAT. 

13. Calculation of activities, doses, heat production and 7-sources from composition vectors 
- module EVSYST 

The following set of formulae used for the calculation dosimetrical quantities from the 
composition vectors of radio isotopes. 
Activity 

HI. 

Aj'QjZ « A J 
1-1 

Dose 

Heat production 

where 
q, - =1 if activity required in Bq, = l/3.7*ltf10 if activity required in Curie 
Nlj - number of isotopes in the container j 
C=1.623.ia"watt*sec/eV 
Kj - total 7 constant of isotope i 
a0f ay and aa - Art decay constants for ß, у and a decay, respectively. For other 

notations see section 6. 
The 7 radiation is composed mainly from the discrete level 7 decay, from the 

brehmstrahlung of ß particles and from the annihilation radiation of positrons. 
The number of photons from a discrete level 7 decay having energy G m SE t

i >G m + , is 
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41) »k 

where o o = G 0 > G , > . . . > G M > G M + , = 0 , a 7-group system to be specified in a TEFI set where 
M f, NEVI and ь> stand for the number of groups, index of group and lower boundary, 
respectively. The name of TEFI set should be greater than M. 

The average energy of a discrete level radiation is 

Formulae for brehmstrahlung and for internal conversion are taken from ref.[6]. 
Brehmstrahlung: 

HI, Mi 

j/»l.23*10-«* (z+3) * £ DijatÉ ^ V 1 0 0 

i - l Jc-1 

Internal conversion: 

1с'=5.77*1()-«*г*£ % < £ IrtEh/100 
i - l *-J. 

ahol 

t Ptf 
ф. t *izi 
™ i - l 

is the effective atomic order, Z, is the atomic number of isotope i in the container, p'is the 
abundance. 

In the case of a positron a term 

V 
2*£-Wioo 

* - l 

is to be added to the 7 energy groups covering the energy up to 0.5MeV. 
The following input TLFs are required: 

DEFI sets (decay constants) in the 1st TLF, 
EVAF sets (radiation data) in the 2nd TLF, 
ISDI sets, GENE set (composition vector, time point) in the 3rd TLF, 
TEFI set (7-group system) in the 4th TLF. 
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Beside printed output it is possible to produce ASCII file where the calculated quantities 
are given without explanating text. This output may be used by programs evaluating dosimetncal 
settings. 

It is possible to get output only for a specified container and/or for a specified isotope 
or element. 

Table 15. NAMELIST name: EVSYS 

variable default meaning 

KDAT system identifyer 

NTASK task ideniifyer 

KTP mode identifyer 

NT 0 time-point number 

NEVT 0 container specification; if 0 then all are to be printed 

1 NEVI 0 name of isotope, or atomic number of element; if 0 then all 
isotopes are to be printed 

NBR 0 name of the TEFI set specifying the у group system 

EPS -0.05 isotopes with relative activity >EPS are only taken into account 

IUNIT 0 output control (see next table) 

1 NCOUT 0 printing control: 
0 - total activity and power production per container j 
1 - activity, power produtcion per isotope per container | 

Notes 
1 - The work of this modul goes in cycles; return to the main program is achieved by setting 
KDAT=«1. 
2 - If NT=0 then all ISDI sets will be evaluated first three identifyers of which are matching. 

Table 16. Output control 

IU unit 

1 activity in Bq (otherwise in Curie) 1 ' output to ASCII file: inventory, activity, decay constant per isotope 
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4 time in minute 

8 time in hour 

16 time in day 

32 time in year 

64 output to ASCII file: time point, total invevtory, activity, heat production, 
average decay constant 

IUNII*E IU 
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Appendix 1 
Application to LOCA treatment (example) 

Thirty minutes of a LOCA event is treated in two ways: first by a one-compartment 
model, second by a multicompartment model. 

a/ One compartment model 

The corresponding TIBSO scheme can be seen in Fig.l. The container 601 represents 
the PCS. The isotope content of coolant is coming from the defected fuel elements. Some 
portions of the original inventory depending on the physico-chemical properties of isotopes will 
get into the coolant. The original inventories are calculated by the ORIGEN-2 program. 

{ 461 

Fig.l. TIBSO scheme for Example 1 

LOCA is calculated by RELAP and the break flow file is at our disposal. In this file the 
intensity (in kg/sec) of outflow rate from 601 (i.e. from PCS) is given as a function of time. It 
is evident that the amount of isotope released from the PCS is proportional to that of the coolant. 
RECOT7 file is constructed by means of the RECOTI program making use the followin«; control 
input. 

Table 17. 

| group input data 
I 1 O i l 

1 2 1 3 0 1 1 
3 5 

100. 5.E-5 
500. 5.E-5 

1000. 5.E-5 
1400. 5.E-5 
1850. 5.E-5 

The input is described in Sec. 11, and explained in the following. 
1 - As no CONTAIN data processed, NLAB-0. We need only the outflow rate from the PCS, 
therefore the number of column NCOL-1. Finally, one factor - the inverse of total mass of 
coolant is required. (NFACT«1). 
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2 - the fir_sj column of RECOTI record is described by 3 numbers, first of which (fi) means that 
these are RELAP data. The second means (IMUV=1) that the RELAP outflow intensity must 
be multiplied by the fjrjä factor to be given with time data. 
3. - number of time intervals, end point of these intervals are given. The value of factor is given 
together with the time point. 

As a consequence of LOCA the coolant from the PCS (nodal element 601) flows into the 
containment (nodal clement 401). This later will contain isotopes in gaseous phase. The volatile 
isotopes will escape through the leak of containment to the environment (nodal element 502). 

Ы Multicompartment treatment 
The corresponding TffiSO scheme can be seen in Fig.2 

60i ) — H • ! U AZi \ ^ « i 

ьгг 

'"'^C^ 

Fig.2 Multicompartment model 

The first two nodes are the same as before. A part of the volatile fraction of isotopes 
escapes to the environment (502) through branching 301. There are two other compartments 
to/from which the coolant may flow. They are the nodes 402 and 403. The flow rates can be 
calculated from the CONTAIN results. Corresponding CONTAIN numeration 401 - 1 , 402 - 2, 
4 0 3 - 5 

The RECOTI input can be seen in the Table 2. As above the outflow rate from PCS 
(601) is calculated from the RELAP data. 

The flow rate (1/sec) is calculated by dividing the intensity of flowing mass by the total 
mass in that volume. This can be seen in the line 2-5 of group 3. In the 6th column of RECOTI 
file the pressure in the 401 will be given. This is required if the pressure effect on escape rates 
is to be taken into account. Originally, the escape rates are given for maximal possible 
overpressure, Ap*.,. For an overpressure Др the rates are to be multiplied with 
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This formula will act through a user-defined FCOL function (IMUV-9). By changing this 
function the escape rate dependence on other quantities could be varied. 

Table 18. 
group input data with explanation 
1 12 14 5 NLAB, NCOL, NPACT 
2 C1M02 OXIGBN MASS IN 1ST COMP. 

C1MN2 NITROGBN MASS IN 1ST COMP. 
C1MH20V STEAM MASS IN 1ST.COMP. 
С2М02 
C2MN2 
C2MH20V 
CSM02 
C5MN2 
C5MH20V 
61T02 FLOW RATE FROM 1ST TO 2ND 
G1T05 FLOW RATE FROM 1ST TO 5TH 
CELIPRE PRESSURE IN 401 

3 1 3 0 1 1 RBLAP OUTFLOW RATE 601 T 401 
2 12 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 10 5 2 FLOW 401 T 402 
3 12 4 1 2 5 1 2 6 1 2 10 5 3 FLOW F 402 T 401 
4 12 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 11 5 2 FLOW F 401 T 403 
5 12 7 1 2 8 1 2 9 1 2 11 5 3 FLOW 403 T 401 
6 3 12 1 2 PRESSURE 
7 3 6 9 4 FLOW 401 TO 502 HAL&NOBLE 
8 3 6 9 5 FLOW 401 TO 502 OTHERS 
9 3 2 7 4 FLOW 401 T 402+403 
10 3 9 7 7 FLOW 401 T 402+403+502 HALOGENS6NOBLE GASES 
11 3 9 7 8 FLOW 401 T 402+403+502 OTHERS 
12 3 10 6 7 BR 301 HAL&NOBLE 
13 3 11 6 8 BR 301 OTHER 
14 3 9 6 2 BR 201 

4 5 
100. 5.E-5 1. -1. l.B-6 l.B-8 
500. 5.E-5 1. -1. l.E-6 l.B-8 
1000. 5.B-5 1. -1. l.E-6 l.B-8 
1400. 5.B-5 1, -1. l.E-6 l.E-8 
1850. 5.E-5 1. -1. l.E-6 l.E-8 

The total outflow rates from the container 401 are calculated in the lines 10 and 11 of 
this group, while the branching rates are obtained by dividing the partial rates with the total 
ones, (lines 12-14). 

The lines in group 4 specify the time intervals. The qualities in RELAP and CONTAIN 
output are averaged over these intervals. The factors are: inverse mass in PCS, factors for 
downflow and back flow, respectively, escape rate:, for volatile and non-volatile products (in 
case of maxima! overpressure), respectively. 
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The input deck for both cases are similar with the exception of one input group and can 
be seen in the Table 19. 

Table 19. 

group input 

1 &BUPLI FNEV(1)«'PAKSF*,NBL«1,1,1,1,1,LCE<1)«-1000, 
NPBR-1,101,101,101,101&BND 

2 60RTXB KDAT-20,NTASK»1000,KTP-1*BHD 
3 SBUFCL SEND 
4 6BUFLI FNBV(3)«*PAKSF',MBL-1,1,0,1,1,LCB(3)«1000, 

NPBR-11,111,1,111,111,FNEV(l)«*RBLSl',LCB(l)»1000fiEND 
5 6CRDLI N-2&BND 

1 
•SYST' 
601 1 501301/ 
'TBFI' 
301 1 10 35 0.03 36 0.33 37 l.B-3 38 l.E-3 52 l.B-4 
53 O.O.I 54 0.33 55 l.B-3 56 l.B-4 0 0./ 
•BMD ' 

/ 1 6 &MANDI INPDO,IOUP-1,XMAN«'CNST',IDE1«20,1000,1,1, 
1DE3-15,1000,1, UEND 

7 tBUFCL NPER<3)—1*END 
8 6BUFLI NBL-O,l,l,l,l,NPBR-l,2,lll,112,113,LCE(l)«1000, 

LCE(2)-1000,FNEV(1)-'RELS1'>FNEV(2)-'RELS3R'SEND 
9 SMNPLI XM0D«'CMPR',NG«16END 

(MALI 8ETXD-'ISDI',EPS-1.B-30&ENC 
SMALI SETID-'EHD '«BND 

10 6BUFCL NPER(l)—l&END 
11 6BUIXI I»BL-0,1,1,1,1,NPER-1,2,111,112,113,LCB(1)«1000, 

LCE(2)«1000,FHEV(1)-'RELS3R' ,FHBV(2)-'8YST'«1ID I 
12 6C0TM DIN-'ISDI',DOUT-'SYST',MATN-16&EMD 
13 «BUFCL &END 
14 6BUFLI NBL-0,1,0,0,1,LCB-1000,1000,1000,1000,-200,FHBV(1)-'DEFEV' 

HPBR-l,ll,2,3,lll,FHBV(4)-'SYST',FHBVi3)-'RBL83R',FMBV(5)-'RBCOTI' 
SEND 
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15 &CRDLI N-26END 
1 
•FLUX* 

&CRDLI N-26END 
1 
•FLUX* 
15 100 4 3 601 0 401 0. 502 С. / 
•SYST' 
15 2 601401 401502/ 
•ТЕП' 
401 1 3 36 1.62E-6 54 1.62E-6 0 l.E-8/ 
•TIME' 
15 100 4 1 601 1 0 1/ 
'END ' 
/ 

16 &CRDLI N-5,NCOUT*0fcEND 
1 
'GENE' 

&CRDLI N-5,NCOUT*0fcEND 
1 
'GENE' 
15 100 4 60 60*30./ 
'END ' 
/ 

17 &SYSE TCHAR-10. ,KDAT-15,NTASK-100,KTP*4,NTASKE-1000, 
NIMX-5000,LIMX-3000,MATN>16,NG«ItEND 

rKTPE-l, 

18 &BUFCL NPER(2)>-11,NPER(4)»36END 

Explanation 
The groups 1-3 are for transforming of an ORIGEN output vector into an ISDI set. The 

group 1 opens the required files for this operation. The name of the output vector file (an ASCII 
file) is PAKSF.DAT; This will be opened because the length of 1st buffer is given with"-" sign. 
The name of the TLF to be created on mass storage will be PAKSF.TSI. No more TLF is 
opened on mass storage. (Only the first element of NPER is less then 100). The 2nd group 
accomplish the operation, the 3rd one closes the TLFs. 

The groups 4-7 solves the physical problem of gap release. This is accomplished by 
means of the module described in 10.3. The composition vector arising from the gap relase (only 
a portion of certain chemical elements) can be obtained as linear combination of the original 
composition vector. Group 4: the TLF with the original composition is opened as 3rd TLF. It 
will be read (NBL(3)=0). The result of operation will be written onto the file RELS1.TSI. 
SYST and TEF1 sets describing the linear combination and specifying the coefficients, 
respectively, are place in the 2nd TLF. This is accomplished by the input given in the group 5. 
The group 6 invokes the module manipulating with the ISDI set. The group 7 closes the files, 
the PAKSF.TSI is deleted. 

The groups 8-10 eliminate from the composition those isotopes which are of negligible 
amount (abundance is less than 1. E-30). After the operation the RELS1 .TSI will be deleted. The 
new ISDI set will be on RELS3R.TSI. 

The composition written on RELS3R.TSI will be the initial composition in the nodal 
element 601 (i.e. in the PCS). They initiate the decay chains, therefore their name must be 
written in a SYST set. This is done by the groups 11-13. The name of the SYST set will be 16. 
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The groups 14-18 are for constructing and solving the time dependent equations. 
DEFEV.TSI, SYST.TSI, RECOTI.DAT, RELS3R.TSI are used as input files. The last one 
contains the initial distribution. The RECOTI.DAT is the ouput file of the RECOTI program. 
These fi!es are opened by group 14. 

The differences between the one and multicompartment cases are in the group IS. In the 
above table that for the one-compartment case is given. The corresponding data group for 
multicompartment case is shown in the Table 4. The group IS compiles the time dependent data 
of nodal element 601 (and for 401, 402, 403, 301, 201 for multicompartment). Here the 
RECOTI.DAT file used which is the same as the RECOTI.OUT obtained from the 
corresponding RECOTI run. The escape from 401 (containment) is taken to time independent 
in the one-compartment case. (Fluxes are, of course, time independent and zero in both cases). 
The sets of time-independent technological parameters are given before the set 'TIME* which 
invokes the processing of RECOTI.DAT. 

By means of group 16 the time intervals for calculation are stored. Group 17 controls the 
generation of coefficients and solves the equations. 

The composition vectors for PCS (601), compartment(s) (401,402,403) and environment 
(502) for 60 time points (from 30 to 1800 sec) are stored in the RELS3R.TSI as ISDI set with 
identifyersKDAT=15, NTASK=100, KTP=4, NT=l+60 . By means of the EVSYST module 
the information on compositions can be presented in various forms. Input deck for such 
presentation is shown in the Table 21. 

Here two nuclear data libraries are required. One with DEFI sets (DEFEV.TSI) other 
with EVAF sets (EVDEF.TSI). The ISDI sets are the in 3rd TLF. An ASCII output for 
graphical presentation is to oe created, therefore LCE(3)=-1000, thus the name of this output 
file will be RELS3R.DAT, where the total mass, activity and heat production can be found as 
function of time. These data are given for each nodal element separately. This output is 
controlled through the parameter IUNIT (IUNIT=64+1, see Table 16.). 

Table 20 . 
' 

&CRDLI N-2SEND 
1 

'FT.UX' 
IS 100 4 5 601 0 401 0. 402 0. 403 0. 502 0. / 
'SYST' 
15 10 601001 1002 2401 401301 301502 301202 202402 202403 
402001 403002/ 
'TIME' 
15 100 4 6 601 1 0 1 401 5 35 10 36 10 53 10 54 10 0 
402 1 О 3 403 1 0 5 301 5 35 12 36 12 53 12 54 12 0 
202 1 0 14/ 
'END ' 
/ 

In Fig.3 the activity discharged to the environment (node 502) is presented for three case: 
one-compartment with constant (maximal) overpressure and consequently with constant escape 
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rate, with varying and constant overpressure. 

Tabl« 2 1 . 

group input 

1 &BUFLI NBL-0,0,0,l»bI<CE(l)~1000,LCE(2)*1000, 
FNEV(1)-'DEFEV',FNEV(2)*'EVDEF',FNEV(3)-'RELS3R', 
LCE(3)«-1000,NPER-l,2,ll f101,101fiEND 

2 tBVSYS NT«0,KDAT-15,NTAS1C-100,KTP«4,NEVT«601, IUNIT~65,NBR-O&END 
&EVSYS NEVT*401£E№> 
6EVSYS NEVT-502&END 
6EVSYS KDAT—l&END 

1 0 " -

£ 
u-
O 10 

10 w-

. - *"* 

Radioactive release 
to the environment 

multicompartment p=p max 

: i 

— multicompartment p variable 
single compartment p=pmox 

O.Ó0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

500.00 1 
I I I I Г I I I I I I I I I I I Г I I I I I J 

OOO.QO 1500.00 2000.00 

Fig. 3. Comparison of release calculated by dif ferent model 
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It is remarkable that the calculated release for the one-compartment model is the highest 
and the accounting of the pressure effect is also important. 

Appendix 2 
The TIBSO program system - versions for different computing environments 

The TIBSO program system has been developed and tested for VAX-VMS, PC-DOS 
Microsoft 5.0 compiler and PC-DOS Lahey compiler. These versions are slightly differing. 

The above input examples concern the VAX-VMS version. In Microsoft version instead 
of '&END' a V (slash) must be written. In Lahey version a space must be before the '&END'. 
Beside this in Lahey version the file names in &BUFLI input are always of 8 characters padded 
with space from left (i.e. for instance * DEFEV' must be written instead of 'DEFEV'). For 
all versions the control input is to be written in separate file, name of which should be specified 
at run time. 

Only one subroutine - the subroutine TIBSO differs slightly for different versions. In both 
PC versions the name of uV. file with control input is to be specified in command line, i.e. a 
TIBSO run is intiated by the command 

TBMAIN < control input file>. 

For VAX-VMS version the name of the control input file is required through the system input 
but by means of an appropriate command procedure an equivalent user's shell can be obtained. 

Installation to PC. The source deck of TIBSO is consisted of the following files: 

TIBSO.FOR, CHNPROD.FOR, LIBMAKE.FOR, NEOFIL.FOR, 
MANDI.FOR, MNPLIB.FOR, MALI.FOR, TIBSOTC.FOR, TIBSOTE.FOR, 
GENROUT.FOR, EVALUAT.FOR, SYSEQ.FOR, ORTTB.FOR 

The leading file TBMAIN.FOR has two versions: TBMAINMS.FOR for Microsoft 
compiler and TBMAINLH.FOR for Lahey compiler. In the case of Microsoft compiler all 
source files should be compiled with options /с /АН in order to obtain object files which 
thereafter are to be linked by means of the response file TBLINK. In the case of Lahey compiler 
the TIBSO is compiled and linked by LEXE.BAT which is included into the package. 

The RECOTI interface program also has VAX-VMS and PC versions. The Microsoft and 
Lahey versions are slightly different but both invoked as 

RECOTK control input > <RELAP output > < CONTAIN output > < RECOTI output > 
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In the VAX-VMS version this user's shell is obtained by means of an appropriate 
command procedure where the names given in the command line are changed to RECOT.INP, 
RELAP.OUT, CONTAIN.OUT and RECOTI.OUT, respectively. After a normally xrminated 
run, these name are changed to the original ones. 

Nuclear data files are also included into the package in ASCII format. This data files 
have been produced from the DECAY3.LIB, PWRU206.LIB and PHOT103.LIB libraries of the 
ORIGEN-2 package. An ORIGEN output vector, PAKSF.DAT is also given in order to facilitate 
the run of some sample jobs. 
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